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   The Physico-Chemical Society of Japan has published the Review 
of Physical Chemistry of Japan for the past five decades ; the next 
issue is just fiftieth. In commemoration of the fiftieth volume, we have 
a special plan. A number of distinguished researchers will be invited 
to write review papers in the next issue which has a subtitle, "Modern 
Aspects of High-Pressure Physical Chemistry". Those who want to 
submit contributed papers aze also welcome ; see the address on the 
cover. The commemorative volume will be distributed all over the 
world more widely than ever. The Editors wish the commemorative 
volume would become a milestone for the progress in the high-pressure 
physical chemistry.
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  Fditor in chief
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Ezampla of Application with 
EMAX-1000 + SEM
Photo 1:700 fold enlargement 
  of an IC. The lower part shows 
  the line analysis of AI. The 
  electron Beam is scanned over 
  the line (scanning time: 80 sec.).
~' i
Simultaneous qualitative analysis of 
multi-elements(+~ Na- 92U )
in a few tens of seconds.
X-flay Analyzer
Electron Microscope (SEM 
     or TEMI
Photo 2: The plan analysis of Photo 
  1 showing AI distribution.
    `
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Photo 3: Background is removed by 
   contrast enhancer.
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dray Micro~lnalysis System 
HORIBA MODEL EMAX-1000 SERIES 
X-RAY ENERGY DISPERSIVE ANALYZERS
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Photo 4: The X-ray analysis 
  of the area shown in Photo 1. 
  The brighter peak. is the window 
  set AI, 
  The adjacent peak is Si,
Each of HORIBA Madel EXAM-1000 
SERIES X-RAY ED ANALYZER for X-roy 
mitto-analysis is a system for simultaneously, 
speedily and easily analyzing a multiple 
number of elements of a substance in a small 
area, by assembling it together with your 
electron microscope of SEM or TEM type. 
Extremely reliable. No personal error. Non-
distruMive. Consists of ahigh-resolution 
Si1Li) X-Ray Detector, a Pulso-Height 
Analyzer and a Video Display. 
MAIN APPLICATIONS 
Qualitative analysis in the fields of metal 
and mineral industries, chemical industries 
and electronic industries. 
Fixing the elements in biochemical and 
bio-assey rtudies.
Objects: Characteristic X-rays of 
elements from ~~Na (sodium) to 
nU luraniuml. 
System of Measurement: 
Energy-Dispersive Method by 
Si(Li) X•Ray Detector. 
Energy Resolution: 
Less than F.W.HM. 162eV 
(MnKc Line 5.9keV, 1000 cps) 
A group of specialists in 
HORIBA, Ltd. also offers an 
engineering service-encompassing 
en overall system in order to 
maximize the performances of 
your X-ray analyzer system.
HORIBA, Ltd. 
Head Office: 
Miyanohigash i, Kisshoin, Minami-ku, Kyoto, 
Japan 
Phone : (075) 313$121 
Cable Add.: HORIBA KYOTO /Telex: 5422130
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Lik¢ the goose that laid the gold¢n 
  Ascahi ICasei is producing 
 rrxany things for your needs.
eggs
    To make life better for everyone. 
Asahi Kasei produces all kinds of fibers 
and filaments to make the clothes you 
wear . , .draperies, carpets, wall 
coverings, blankets ...tire cords for your 
automobile. We're in-the food business 
with na~'ural food (favoring and -
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equipment, medicines, artificial kidneys. 
Asahi Kasei products also include 
plastics of all kinds, 
synthetic rubber, fertilizers, starting 
materials and intermediates, ion 
exchange membranes for anon-polluting 
metbod of producing caustic soda.
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